Workshop One:
Change the Layers, Change the Room

Interior Design Styles Explained
Knowing the basics of the most common design styles can be a great way to help you
understand your own personal ideas.  Use these descriptions to help you conjure up your
inspiration visions for your home.    When you can express what resonates with you, magic can
happen!

MODERN: Modern is a broad design term that typically refers to a home with clean, crisp lines, a simple
color palette and the use of materials that can include metal, glass, and steel.  This style embodies
simplicity in every element, including furniture. You might describe this style as ‘sleek.’

CONTEMPORARY: Modern and contemporary are two styles frequently used interchangeably. The

primary difference is that contemporary is more fluid and has less adherence to one particular style. For
example, contemporary style may include curving lines, whereas modern design does not.

MINIMALIST: The minimalist concept takes the notion of modern design and simplifies them further.

The color palette is neutral, furnishings are simple and streamlined.   Minimalism is ultimately defined by a
sense of functionality and ultra-clean lines.

INDUSTRIAL: Industrial style as the name implies, draws inspiration from a warehouse or an urban loft.
There’s a sense of unfinished rawness in many of the elements, and it’s not uncommon to see exposed
brick, ductwork and wood. Think high ceilings, old timber and dangling metal light fixtures with sparse
functional furniture.

MID-CENTURY MODERN: Mid-century modern is a throwback to the design style of the

mid-1900s—primarily the 1950s and 60s. There’s a retro nostalgia present in Mid-Century Modern
Design.  Its emphasis on pared-down forms, natural or organic shapes such as “egg-shaped” chair,
easy-to-use contemporary designs and simple fabrications.

TRADITIONAL: Traditional design style offers classic details, sumptuous furnishings, and an

abundance of accessories. It is rooted in European sensibilities. Traditional homes often feature dark,
finished wood, rich color palettes, and a variety of textures and curved lines. Furnishings have elaborate
and ornate details and fabrics.

TRANSITIONAL: Transitional is a very popular style because it borrows from both traditional and

modern design to facilitate a space that’s not “too much,” in terms of one style or another. There’s a
sense of balance that’s appealing and unexpected. A transitional design may incorporate modern
materials, such as steel and glass, and then unite them with plush furnishings.  Transitional design also
includes relatively neutral color palettes, creating a calming and relaxed space that manages to feel both
stylish and sleek, as well as warm and inviting.

FRENCH COUNTRY: Warm, earthy colors are indicative of a French Country design style, as are worn
and ornamental wooden furnishing. The style has an overarching farmhouse inspiration. French Country
design may include soft and warm tones of red, yellow or gold and natural materials like stone and brick.

BOHEMIAN: Bohemian is a popular style for home design and fashion. It reflects a carefree lifestyle

with little rules, except to follow your heart's desire. Bohemian homes may include vintage furniture and
light fixtures, globally inspired textiles and rugs, displays of collections, and items found in widely varied
sources including flea markets and during one’s travels.

RUSTIC: Rustic design is drawn from natural inspiration, using raw and often unfinished elements

including wood and stone. Rustic design may incorporate accessories from the outdoors with warmth
emulating from the design and architectural details that may include features like vaulted ceilings adorned
with wood beams or reclaimed wood floors. Many designs now integrate rustic design with more modern
furnishings and accessories.

SHABBY CHIC: Shabby chic is vintage-inspired style, but compared to Bohemian and other styles,

tends to be more feminine, soft and delicate. Shabby chic furnishings are often either distressed or
appear that way; paint tends to have antique-style finishes. The Shabby Chic color palettes include white,
cream and pastels. Light light fixture and wall hangings may be ornate and continue a feminine vibe.

COASTAL/HAMPTONS: Coastal style also dubbed Hamptons style, hails from the iconic U.S.

beachside area. Common features include light, airy color palettes with cool neutral shades paired with
blues and greens. Furnishings are often white or beige. The room can contain elements of wood and
accessories are often inspired by the sea. The intention is to create a relaxed and comfortable
environment that is inspired by the beach and ocean.

Still not sure where you fall?
You can take this home style quiz yourself at:
www.houzz.com/ideabooks/25171951/list/houzz-quiz-whats-your-decorating-style

The How To’s of Changing the Layers to Change Your Room

Area Rugs
An area rug can help you define and frame different

spaces within your home. They add texture, pattern and
can add a hint of modern to a traditional space allowing

you to bring in accessories to support a transitional look.
One of the most frequent questions that we get asked at

the home store is “Can I put an area rug on carpet?” The
answer is a big “Yes!”   We love the additional layering

element that a textured or patterned rug brings to a room
(especially with existing carpet) and often uses an area
rug to define a seating area or to draw attention to an
important focal area.

What size is best for you? We typically find that an 8’ by

11’ or a 9′ by 13′ does the trick in a large space allowing

the central items of your furniture (sofa, coffee table, side
chairs) to be linked together.

You can also use a smaller rug (5’ by 8’) a number of different ways including running it at an
angle which allows you to add another layer to your room story.

Throw Pillows
Throw pillows are an easy way to update your space and bring in a splash of color or texture to
a space.  Pillows require editing just like your accessories. You can have too many!  If you are
hanging on to older throw pillows, store them for a while and try something new!

Add Lots of Texture
All cozy and warm interiors are full of soft
luxurious textures which add such an
important and needed dimension in

creating serene spaces. Chunky knits,

throws and textural rugs are all elements
that are a must!

Accessories also provide a textural element
allowing you to create a styled look in any

room in your home. Mix and match different
textures to help you create your unique
home.

Blankets and throws are not just meant for
a bedroom. As a matter of fact, we

encourage you to casually drape a small blanket or throw on important sofas and chairs in

almost every room.  They always lend a certain warmth and softness to your home.  And they
also say, “Come on in and stay awhile...comfortably.”

Lighting
Lighting is a very important component in updating your

room. The right lighting can reinforce the mood you want

for your home as well as add functionality. You might want
to consider replacing a traditional floor or table lamp

(which tends to be heavy) with lighter, more transitional
options.

The other lighting that you need to evaluate is your ceiling
fixtures. Are they dated? And more important, do you love
them? It seems that back in the day, we all had lots of

frosted glass domes and shades. There are so many beautiful ceiling lights available that give a
nod to the past but bring an updated feel to your home.  Think of lighting as the jewelry of the
room.

Art
Changing up your style is all about mixing the old with the
new, the classic with the contemporary.  This is what
makes a space interesting, a little exciting and a bit

unexpected. And when you have a chance to blend

modern art with traditional furniture, it really seems to bring
the best out in each of the design styles.

Grouping Accessories
Grouping accessories add dimension to a space.
You will likely want to accessorize your consoles,
cocktail tables and shelving units. Some new
accessories can give you an instant update!
Keep in mind that as a general rule, you should
display items in odd numbers and in varying heights
to create visual interest.  The scale of the room or
furniture piece will in large part dictate the scale of
the accessory.  A beautiful grouping will draw your
eye to an area and create harmony within the
space.

Accessorizing the Fireplace
Our customers often ask for insight
regarding accessorizing a fireplace
mantle.
1.  Start with one large piece, perhaps
something reflective such as a mirror or
a piece of art that you love. Center it on
the mantle.
2.  On the left (or right), add something
with height such as candle holders or an
abstract shape of some kind.
3.  On the right (or left), incorporate an
element that has some weight. You are
creating a triangle of sorts.
4. If you want, layer some smaller
pieces of art or photographs to
personalize the mantle. Just make sure
that you are varying the height and
weight of your object.

Most of all… Surround Yourself With Things You Love
We have all had pieces of furniture, accessories, lights and artwork that may be perfectly

functional but we simply don’t like. Your home should be all about comfort, coziness and joy.
The items in your home should support this beautiful concept.

Ask yourself these key questions:
●
●
●

How do you live in the space that you want to change?
How do you see yourself using the room?
Is the area you want to transform a private retreat or a place that family and friends will
want to be?

Once you understand your goals, a beautiful room can quickly ensue.  Thanks for coming and
we would love to help you anytime!

